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What is Production Control?

To produce reasonably and effectively, we must

make full use of people, money, things and

information. For this, we must do “production

planning”.



The purpose of production control

To achieve customers’ needs

Improve the satisfaction of “customer’s needs”

Business world is getting tougher. So a business should always strive 

to do better. Better quality of the products, more affordable cost, 

quicker delivery.

Production will greatly affect finances such as funds by the increase

and decrease of stock.

→Importance of production planning

Production planning is closely related to sales planning, inventory

control, and delivery time, and it specifically relates to production

activities such as funds and quality.

We tend to consider or focus to the production control, sales control, 

financial control, cost function separately, but companies can’t 

survive without comprehensive control.

Customer’s need is QCD（quality、cost、delivery）
improvement

Quality control：
Quality:Q , C:Costing, D:Delivery



Concrete production planning procedure

Production planning is separated by these three things:

[Plan] [Arrange] [Progress]

Production planning is…

What is production planning

Product planning has an important role in manufacturing..
Flow

※Production planning is not just planning for the production

department, but comprehensively examines sales.

Create sales plan from manufacturing site sales 

department as basic data of production plan.

Production management assembles production based on 

sales plan and creates production plan

Finance department prepares financial plan based on 

sales plan and production plan.



Things to consider for a comprehensive decision

・Check the production planning if all are possible

・If there’s no variability in stock

・Personnel corresponding to production, necessity of outsourcing,

environmental change, etc.

※Because of so many other reasons, sometimes it doesn’t go the way

as planned in product planning. But the important thing is at least

you have a “base.

How to plan

①Based on the company’s inventory level, production capacity, labor 

force, equipment etc.

１. In case of stock production, demand forecast information

２. In case of made-to-order production, consider production 

planning based on order information and sales policy.

②Consider the people, things, and money resources needed for 

production

③Plan “what”, “until when”, “how many” specifically.

④By considering all the things mentioned above, arrange the

deadline and quantity of the materials.

⑤Decide how many workers will be needed and how many working 

days.



Production Planning pattern

Production planning must be set long term, mid-term, short term

・The mid-term and long term will be the center of the company’s

strategic plan.

・The company will look at these things. Then will consider planning

the short term.

Process Control

As the scale of production increases, division of labor and 

specialization become necessary.

However, for this to happen you need to have process control.

Process Control means managing QCD smoothly and efficiently in 

the best condition.

Process Control is a wide management and control management.



Classification

Production form’s classification

Classification of technology 

Assembly production

Manage production assemblies and the related process structure. A 

series of process where sub assemblies are added together to form a 

product

EX ： cars and appliances

Production unit

A production method in which one or several types of raw materials 

are introduced at the beginning of the process and then subjected to a 

series of physical and scientific treatments into a finished product

EX： Petroleum refining、cement

１・Characteristics of technology・・ ・
（assembling・equipment production）

２・How to do sales・・・
（made to order production・stock production）

３・Product type & quantity・・・
（small production・large corporation

４．The flow of work・・・
（line, lot, and individual production）

５．Equipment working condition・・ ・
（intermittent production・continuous production）



Classification from sales method

Made to order production

You start the production after receiving order from a customer

The flow: order⇒procurement⇒production⇒deliver

Usually, the number of products ordered is small and the product

types are large.

Production Control Type

・Because orders and productions are moving, it is necessary to

absorb changes in workloads

・If there are abnormal changes, a factory must do process control

・Lead time must be reduced through rational planning

Classification from sales method

Stock production

Stock production assumes unspecified number of customers, market

demand in advance, and perform production on an estimated basis.

procurement⇒production⇒sell⇒deliver

EX）：food、clothes、appliances、medical supplies、furnitures, etc.

Production planning can be made to ensure appropriate inventory at

the required timing base on demand forecasting.

When producing specifications according to the customer’s

requirements, the production volume will be inevitably small,

resulting in high-mix-low-volume production.

POINTS in production control:

・Highly accurate sales

・Proper stock control to prevent out-of-stock and excess stock cases.

・Cost reduction



tock production

A production method that is in stock production and made to order 

production.

Intermediate parts

A production method that receives benefits such as the cost of mass

production while responding to the variety of products. Produce and

stick common and compatible semi-finished products and parts based

on demand. Manufacture product according to the order and

customer’s needs.

Points in production control:

・Properly set up semi-finished products and parts to be in stock 

control.

・Ensure proper inventory management.

・Bring out the merit of cost reduction of intermediate product

Classify from work flow

Individual production

Individual made-to-order production starts after the customer’s order.

EX：ship、airplane、bridge… (very expensive products)

Custom order product planning and managing are based on the 

customer’s desire. 

Lot production

You can manufacture product all at once as long as they have the

same lot number.



Line production

Line production is possible if there is no big variety with the product

and if there is a certain amount of demand.

Points in production control

・Control the movement of the process.

・If abnormal movement occurs, have a flexible control process.

・Lead time must be reduced through rational planning。
・Accurate delivery date and information is a must.

Demand forecast Management

Demand Forecasting refers to the process of predicting the future 

demand for the firm’s product. If the demand comes off, there will be 

risks with defective stocks. These defective stocks will eventually 

need to be disposed.

That is why Demand Forecast is important

① Past demand forecast

（１）past average forecast （２）Trend changes （３）season changes 

（４）Irregular changes

② External factor

（１）new products （２）competitor （３）customer’s request

（４）economy （５）increasing and decreasing of population

System of forecasting method

Quantitative （１）Time series analysis （２）Recovery Analysis

Qualitative （１）Depending on the employee



Inventory Control

Inventory control is important to effectively manage stocks.

The ethical stock quantity and the actual product must match in real 

time. But there are many companies that is not matching with these.

In inventory control, the difference/spaces between the “receiving”

and “delivered” is considered as “inventory/stock”

→If receipts and payments are well recorded, the inventory will be 

okay.

Inventory greatly affects the accountability(cost management,  cost 

calculation, etc) of the company. In inventory, funds do not rotate. 

The impact on management such as cost of sales and inventory 

maintenance costs will increase.

Also long term stock⇒ NG stock⇒ disposal stock viewpoint is also

important.

The “disposal cost” will cause be a big loss in the “maintenance cost”

※Effort to minimize inventory is needed. However, this must be

controlled and managed properly because if not minimized correctly,

you must lose customers because of “out of stock” situations.

In inventory control, the existence of inventory is often ignored.

The process shouldn’t be finished with the order information and

production planning only. Inventory control should also be noticed.

The person in charge in inventory control should….

To make a good progress in production, create a concrete plan, make

proactive adjustments of the progress, provide necessary information

for decision-making of the production manager.


